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Sheila Hemphill

From: Sheila Hemphill <info@texasrighttoknow.com>

Sent: Tuesday, April 6, 2021 10:48 AM

To: 'jason.kirksey@senate.texas.gov'; 'rob.borja@senate.texas.gov'; 

'sofia.moreno@senate.texas.gov'; 'johanna.kim@senate.texas.gov'; 

'grace.watson@senate.texas.gov'; 'alyssa.hutchison@senate.texas.gov'; 'Bryan Law'; 

'Robert Papierz'; 'grace.watson@senate.texas.gov'

Subject:  Request for meeting with Senate HHA Committee member to discuss evidence that 

SARS-CoV02 is a bioweapon

Attachments: Prions - Studies.pdf; Mice-Lethal-Spongiform2.pdf; Lewy Bodies Macaques.pdf; PRRA-

HIV Studies.pdf

TrackingTracking: Recipient Read

'jason.kirksey@senate.texas.gov'

'rob.borja@senate.texas.gov'

'sofia.moreno@senate.texas.gov'

'johanna.kim@senate.texas.gov'

'grace.watson@senate.texas.gov'

'alyssa.hutchison@senate.texas.gov'

'Bryan Law'

'Robert Papierz'

'grace.watson@senate.texas.gov'

Johanna Kim Read: 4/6/2021 11:11 AM

Bryan Law Read: 4/6/2021 11:31 AM

Dear HHS Staffers! 

I would like nothing better than for this information to be wrong but that is not what the research is showing regarding 

the dangers of prion genesis from SARS-CoV-2 spike protein and studies showing fatalities reported in mice from Boston 

University School of Medicine and studies from the Netherlands showing the presence of Lewy bodies showing up in 

macaque monkeys which are amyloid plaques associated with Parkinson’s disease.  (See attached and below for more 

information.) 

I have testified in front of the Senate HHS committee for four consecutive weeks trying convey the threat these scientific 

studies are showing regarding this prion issue, reports of COVID psychosis, blood clotting concerns, etc.  My hope is that 

the Texas Senate HHS Committee would take a lead on this situation rather than media running with it and creating 

public panic, which is already beginning with broadcasts on alternative media sources this weekend – just google SPARS 

2025 -2028. 

 

What is SPARS?  Published in 2017 by John Hopkins Center for Health Security, SPARS Pandemic 2025-2028, 

conveys futuristic role playing of a fictitious viral pandemic in the years 2025-2028.  

 

SPARS reads more like your morning news headlines beginning in 2020 as we are seeing actions taking place that are 

talked about in the SPARS document.   
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When one combines this SPARS document along with H.R. 748: Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 

Act  (CARES) that was introduced on January 24, 2019 a full year before COVID-19 pandemic hit the media shouldn’t 

we ask, 

• What did our Congress and government known and when did they know it?   

• Why are we following Federal treatment guidelines when it appears that there is a script being followed, 

right down to denying there are any drugs available for early treatment and even the 0.6% fatality rate. (see 

SPARS pg 6)? 

• Why did Fauci announce in 2017 that there would be a surprise outbreak in Trump’s term? FYI, the CARES act 

was not signed by President Trump until March 27, 2020. 

 

I am requesting a meeting with the Senator to discuss these issues and the scientific studies on SARS-CoV-2 which 

indicates this virus is an human engineered bioweapon.  I need time (15 - 30 min minimum) to convey this information in 

an orderly manner to HHS Committee offices in hopes of connecting you to the researchers involved with these studies 

and not in 3 minute fragmented testimony segments.  

Please reply with your availability if we have not had a one-on-one meeting or even if we have chatted, if you would like 

a more orderly presentation, as I would like some confirmation that your office understands the magnitude of this 

information and concerns for the public safety of Texans.   

We are in desperate need of leadership to evaluate these hard truths and listen to the researchers, physicians and 

scientists instead of only hearing from agency staff or representatives of the pharmaceutical or hospital industries.   

 

Please read below and reply with availability. 

 

Thank you,  

 

Sheila Hemphill, CEO 

 

 
www.texasrighttoknow.com 

325.226.3683 

 

INFORMATION: 

Attached are documents regarding the presence of a “prion-like structure” (think jello-mold) that is contained in the 

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein architecture seen as red triangles on this CDC picture. 

  The “prion-like structure” creates a form like a “jello-mold” that turns normal proteins into 

abnormally folded proteins known as prions which are untreatable.  This “prion-like structure” is in each virus spike 

protein, “red triangle”, and can infect people from person-to-person exposure or from vaccinations. The prion issue is 
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not an anti-vaccine issue since the presence of the “prion-like structure” is transmitted by the virus from person-to-

person exposure as well as from vaccines through mRNA or adenovirus technology which gives instructions for your cells 

to create the spike protein architecture on your own cells. 

 While the world is viewing SARS-CoV-2 as a viral pandemic in hopes of attaining immunity from a vaccine program, 

scientific evidence is showing that SARS-CoV-2 is in fact an aerosolized, prion disease, “spongiform encephalitis”, with 

potential to create Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD) in humans (think “Mad Cow Disease”) with no known treatment to 

date.  The vaccination program is actually infecting people with the virus spike proteins since again, the vaccines give 

instructions for the spike protein to be created on the vaccinated person’s own cells and the prion-like structure is 

part of the spike protein architecture.  

 

In Texas, there are now 12 million people infected due to vaccine inoculation in people who may not have had 

person-to-person exposure.  At least with person-to-person infection, your immune system is activated to reduce 

your exposure.   

 

According to researchers, with the engineered aspects of this virus that contains: 

• PRRA creating a neurotoxic component found in 

o rabies virus, which enables passage of the virus through the blood brain barrier, and  

o cobra toxin capacities with hematological and neurological detrimental capacities,  

o HIV sequences with reverse transcription capacity such that the characteristics of the virus replicate 

in new cells as the cells divide and thus never goes away, 

 

The reality is, we do not have enough data to predict what will happen in 6 months to a year since the vaccines were 

approved under Emergency Use Authorization and are not FDA approved and only cite 60 days of testing.  Pfizer and 

Moderna did not release the virus sequences contained in their vaccines until March 24, 2021.  Their earlier 

documentation discussed their vaccine methods but did not provide details. Viruses have a sequence much like a 

computer program.  There are computer applications that analyze the sequencies of the SARS-Cov-2 virus which were 

used to identify the presence of the prion-like structure, see study #1 in attached Prions PDF.  This prion-like structure 

has been confirmed by an independent third party that I am in direct contact with,  Dr. Kevin McCairn, PhD.  Dr. McCairn 

is located in Japan and has twenty plus years investigating basal ganglia and limbic systems disorders of the brain.  Dr. 

McCairn’s research on large apes enabled the mapping of brain function and his work is why we know what areas of the 

brain cause Tourette’s, ALS, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s etc.  

 

 Please see his video SARS-CoV-2 An Aerosolized Prion Disease - And Potential Symptomatic Profile. and minute markers 

These 12 minutes are critical to be informed of this issue and please watch.  

• 54:08 – Over 50% of SARS-CoV-2 Patients have Sequale (after effects) 

• 55:30 – Central Nervous System Damage Occurs in Asymptomatic and Young Patients (see MRI of brains of 

young people) 

• 56:40 – SARS-CoV-2 Neurotropism - Prion Genesis – See attached Prion Study PDF #1 

• 58:24 – “Just needs the misfolded protein…” 

• 59:40 to 1:05:33 – This give a very good animation of the seriousness of prion genesis. 

 

Research exists showing that SARS-CoV-2 engineered virus is such that researchers are stating that it’s not going away 

like SARC-CoV, MERS, the flu, etc. but hopefully can be managed.   

 

With the amount of existing exposure, we are beyond a mask or PPE as a preventive measure actions since those who 

have had COVID-19 or been vaccinated have the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein architecture in their bodies.  Those who 

have not contracted SARS-CoV-2 infection, may wish to exercise higher precautions – but even then for how long are 

people willing to isolate and mask up?  For the rest of their lives? 

 

 


